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Let’s learn together
The magic of graphic design



A few words from shahenda abdelrazek

When I first want to start my career as graphic designer I craved information - I watched every 
tutorial I could get my hands on, yet I was constantly disappointed: I saw boring, lack-luster 
courses that had nothing to do with real projects so i decide to take graphic design diploma in 
famous education center in Egypt, but i also felt disappointed because i knew some tools without 
knowing how to utilize this tools in my designs or even knowing design principles.

This is why I decided to teach. I want to share my experience with who's passionate about graphic design in 
real-world  techniques that actually matter, not textbook fluff that bores you to death. My goal is to teach 
you skills that can be  applied immediately and get you great results.

I teach out of passion first and foremost. That’s what drives me. I hope you will feel that through our 
graphic design  master class. programs can be complicated, intimidating, and frustrating. If you ever get 
stuck, just ask for help! I’m here for you

Please use this guide to improve your experience and I hope to see a positive review from you.

Thank you

First of all - thank you for choosing me as your mentor. It means a lot to me.



WHAT ISWHAT IS



Creative process is combining art and technology  
using images and words to communicate ideas  to 
audience & Exploring creative possibilities of  
typography, photography, illustration, etc.



What is Graphic Design?







Designers are a link between the client and the audience.
Graphic designers learn how to construct a message 
& how to  present it successfully.

They work with the client to 
understand the content and 
purpose of the message.

A concept is chosen, the 
designers work with  illustrators 
and Photographers as well as 
with  typesetters and printers or 
other production  specialists to 
create the final product.



Why Design?

Career Options



How to download Adobe software?
Best: software version; Download: www.adobe.com, It starts from 10 $ /month, 
you have a free 7 day trial.

Minimum: at least Photoshop CS6, though not ideal.
Do NOT use Photoshop Elements. It’s a different software. Best way to go is CC version

http://www.adobe.com/


Understanding  
colors

Understanding
Colors



Colors



Understanding the principles of color theory and its uses in graphic design



Red is the color of passion and excitement. It’s the per- fect 
choice if your brand identity is loud, youthful and  exciting like 
Coca-Cola.

Orange: Orange is another high-energy color and is great if
you want to appear friendly and playful. It’s bright and juicy.

Yellow, the color of sunshine, is all about happiness. The  cheerful 
vibe makes it a good choice if you want to feel  fun, accessible and 
affordable—think of McDonald’s.

Green is known for its exceptional versatility—nearly  every 
brand can use it. If your brand is tied to the envi- ronment, 
green is a solid choice e.g. Whole Foods.

Blue: Pretty much everyone likes blue. It can help your  branding 
appear stable and trustworthy. Just look at  banks—most of hem go 
with the blue ( CIB Bank).

Purple is the color of royalty, with a hint of femininity, so  if you’re 
going for a luxurious feel in your branding, this  a safe bet.

Pink: Nothing says girly quite like pink. But it’s more ver- satile than 
that. Pink gives brands a modern and differ- entiated look - think of 
T-mobile.

Black: If you want to be viewed as modern or sophisti- cated, 
there’s nothing as classic and effective as black.
— Think of Nike.

Colors





When creating a design, most designers use the RGB color mode since %99 of all 

design  work is done on a computer, but when printing that same design–whether it 

is on paper, a t-shirt or  a promotional item–the printer uses the CMYK color mode.

What are the differences between RGB AND CMYK?



RGB

Red Green Blue



THE COLOR MODEL FOR DESIGN

RGB stands for Red, Green and Blue which is the color model used for  light emitting devices such 

as TVs and monitors. RGB is considered  to be an additive color process since it adds (or 

combines) different  amounts of red, green and blue to a dark screen to create all other  colors. 

When all of them are mixed equally it produces white. RGB is  also the standard used for digital 

cameras, scanners and projectors  which are all elements that contribute to the “design-side” of 

the

process. RGB is commonly used for webpages and electronic mediums.

Since TVs and monitors are dark in their “off” state, this model works  better because it provides 

contrast between the dark screen and the  light emitted image. For this reason, most applications 

use the RGB  format to display color.



CMYK

Cyan Magenta Blackyellow



THE COLOR MODEL FOR PRINTING

CMYK stands for Cyan (Blue), Magenta (Red), Yellow and Black. 

Black is  represented by “K”–the last letter of the word–so it doesn’t get mixed  up with 

blue. Since the printing process starts with a light background,  such as on a white piece 

of paper or light-colored t-shirt design, CMYK  is considered to be a subtractive color 

model since each color of ink  “subtracts” white from the final image in the print itself. 

When cyan,  magenta and yellow are combined equally it creates a dark gray color– also 

known as “composite black”–and because of this a fourth layer of  black is included 

within the process to help sharpen the contrast within  the print. The combination of 

these 4 layers creates the full color print.  This is why this model is sometimes called 

“four color process” printing.





DIGITAL PRINTING

The process where artwork is sent  

directly to the printing in a digital  

format like a pdf, tiff or jpg file.

• Affordable

• High quality print

• Quick printing response time

• Can print colours like white or gold

• Short print runs



OFFSET LITHOGRAPHY

Works on the principle of oil and

water  do not mix. Plates are created 

that  transfers the ink onto the 

printed  surface.

• Mass production

• High quality print

• Consistent

• Quite cost effective

• Short print runs



Image  
Resolution



PIXEL
Image unit



Vectors images are smaller in file size  as 
their dimensions are controlled by
mathematical formulas. This makes them  
suitable for transmission, also they carry 
a  lot of data in small file sizes.

Raster images have large file size defined  
by DPI or PPI with fixed height and width.  
Raster files are heavier with very little  
information. To transfer Raster files, it’s a  
good idea to compress them first.



What is a Pixel?

The word Pixel comes from “picture 

element” and it’s the smallest element of 

an image that contains color information. 

Pixels come together to create the digital 

image. 

Just zoom in on any  photo on your 

computer screen enough and you see the 

pixels show up (or you can just look at  the 

featured photo of this workbook as a handy 

example).



Pixel
A Pixel is a single dot of

colour

Align
Pixels align in rows and

columns

Colour
Each Pixel is only ever one

colour

SquareDots
A pixel is a perfect square

and can only be square







Image Resolution



Typography



Choose high quality fonts

If you are choosing a typeface that will have widespread applications, choose one 

with a  large family. Some small ones don’t even come with bold italic.





Serif fonts —have a little feet at the end of each letter. This 

classic  typography is great if you want your brand to appear 

trustworthy, and  traditional.

Sans serif—if “serif” means feet then “sans serif” is without the

feet. They’re just letters that have smooth edges. They give a more

sleek and modern feel to your brand identity.

Script—and we have script fonts that emulate cursive handwriting.

It can be a great way to add an authentic feel to your brand identity.

Typography



Type Size
Points are a unit of measure, where 72 points is approximately 1 inch.  But in 

reality, it is not always exact.



Leading

Leading is the space between lines of type, it is also called linespacing in some 

software  programs.



Tracking
Tracking is the adding of space between a larger group of type. Not 

individually like  kerning. When setting something in all caps it is best to 

track out the type so it doesn’t  look like the letters are crashing together



Ligatures

There are certain kerned paired of letters that look best just merged together. 

Otherwise,  they are crashing. This is really for smaller type. At large scale it 

can look strange and  should be separated.



Layout



What is Page layout?

Page layout is the part of 

graphic design  that deals in the 

arrangement of visual  elements 

on a page.

How we read ?

In English, we read from the 
top left  portion of the page to 
the bottom right.

In Arabic, we read from top 
right portion  of the page to the 
bottem left.



Layout format includes
Size

Shape

Orientation

No. ofpages
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LAYOUT FORMAT INCLUDES5



Size

Page size refers to the area of your publication. Paper, or sheet, size is 

the size of the paper used  for printing.



Shape
Shape of the layout can be anything such as rectangular, circular, 
triangular or a Die cut.

Packaging die cut Triangular

Die cut

Circular Square



Tools



Use Professional Design Software:



Adobe Photoshop
The road which led to photo editing was 

never so interesting. 

The automatic options infuse  life to your 

images making your work ‘the talk of the 

town’ even if you are a newbie. With 

Photoshop you can easily combine multiple 

images and even remove unwanted objects 

from the  image. It offers basic features like 

perspective correction, channel mixing, and 

clone stamp tool.



Adobe Illustrator
Vector-based graphics such as logos, one-
page layouts.
If you want to use vector art to create logos, 

sketches, typography, icons or even complex 

illustrations for videos or mobile then 

Illustrator is the tool for you. You can create 

artwork with  seamless alignment by 

drawing pixel-perfect shapes.



Adobe InDesign
Multi-page layouts, or one-page layouts.
InDesign is the business leader for creating 

clean layouts for desktop and mobile devices 

alike.  Adobe InDesign is ideal for layout design 

usage like online magazines. Whether you want 

to create layouts for printed books, brochures or 

digital magazines Adobe InDesign is the tool  

you need. 



Helpful
TIPS



DESIGN PROCESS



GRAPHIC DESIGN CHECKLIST
THE 8 - POINT CHECK LIST FOR BEAUTIFUL GRAPHIC

COLOR - My text and important elements are legible and easy on the eyes. My viewers don’t have  to 
strain to focus on what’s important.

TYPOGRAPHY - My font choices set the tone for my subject matter, are easy to read, and I’ve  used 
good spacing practices.

ALIGNMENT - I’ve made clear decisions about the alignment of elements in my design. All text  boxes 
are aligned the same way, and I have centered everything that should be.

HIERARCHY - There’s a clear heirarchy to my graphic, highlighting what’s most important for my  viewers 
to look at.

PROPORTION - All elements and text are correct proportioned. I haven’t stretched or incorrectly  
distorted elements.

SPACING - Everything is appropriately spaced. I’ve created enough “white space” around elements  to 
make them stand out, or easy to read.

REPETITION - I’ve tied together individual elements to prevent them from seeming less “random”  and 
more purposeful.

SIMPLICITY - I kept things simple, and didn’t go overboard with the use of effects like gradients,  strokes, 
or drop shadows.



Thank  
you



Questions? Comments? Ideas? Please contact:

Shahenda Abdelrazek

Adobe certified Expert  Advertising & Print 
Instructor  Brand consultant

Shahenda.abdelrazek@gmail.com
www.shahenda.net

Join our designers community
https://www.facebook.com/groups/391507520922713/

Facebook Account:
https://www.facebook.com/shahendaabdelrazek/

Instagram Account:
https://www.instagram.com/shahenda_abdelrazek/

Thank you
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